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Introduction 

Ellen Maling: Consultant/Garden volunteer  

Survey proposal reviewed by BTLT staff and the Garden Committee. 

Was tested internally and launched on August 10, 2016. 

In-person interviews: 13 key stakeholders 

● 8 were plotholders, 2 past or current 

board members, 3 members of the 

garden committee  

● 3 open-ended questions:  

○ success with the mission,  

○ financial sustainability of the 

garden,   

○ reflection on accomplishments 

and challenges. 

Online Survey  to 156 email addresses  

● Follow-up included phone calls and emails to 

people who had not opened email.   

● Questions 

○ Program opportunities and challenges, 

Common Good garden,  

○ plotholder-specfic concerns, and 

○  general demographics.  

● 66 responses (42% response rate)   52 were 

plotholders (+/- 65%of plotholders.)  

 

 



Overview of Internet Survey Responses  



Please pick up to 3 areas for program growth at TSCG  

66 Responses with 

167 votes 

Clear priorities!  

Pest Management  

Support for Food 

Insecure 

Educational Programs 

Increase number and 

variety of fruit 

bearing plants and 

trees   

 



What are the Garden’s top 3 Challenges? 
66 responses with 131 votes 

Generally split between 

Difficult growing conditions  

People are too busy  

Concerns that people are not aware 

of the garden 

I had assumed there was a huge demand 

already and perhaps even a waiting list.If 

there's not, I think marketing and promotion 

of TSCG is definitely even more important! 

Not to increase demand for plots, but 

perhaps it reveals that the broader 

community isn't as aware as they could be 

about TSCG. 



How important is it that the TSCG continue to dedicate land 
and human resources to supporting people who are hungry or 
insecure about their food supply? 

89% of responses indicated that the 

TSCG should include this focus 

Personal interviews validate the 

desire to support  the food 

insecure.  

The CG growing program consumes 

most of the Coordinator’s time now.  

Program development will require 

more time from staff.  

 

 



Please share your opinions on ways to increase 
funds for the garden.   

From the comments section (12 

people): 

★Questions on the Business 

Partner Program  

★Mentions of the marketing 

program as way to promote 

overall mission 

★Assumption that there was a 

long waiting list  

★Suggestions on how to 

support the food insecure 

 

 

 



Demographics of all respondents    

86.8% female 

36% are 65 or over 

77 % do not have children at 

home 

88% have Bachelors Degree or 

higher   

Brunswick Census Data (2010) 

● 53 % are female  

● 19% are 65 or over  

● 78% have children living at home  

● 38% have Bachelors Degree or higher 



Plotholder Responses  



Please rank your satisfaction with... 
54  responses from 87 

plotholders: 62%. 

People are satisfied with 

everything.  

Highest votes on dissatisfaction 

was around: 

Sense of community (4)  

Access to water (3) 

Educational programs (2)  

I love the garden and 

have no complaints 

about anything!  



Benefits of the plots to plotholders 

56 Responses- 64% response 

rate 

Providing food for 1-6 people.  

Most are spending 1-3 hours a 

week tending the plot. 

93% say 8 hours per season 

for work is reasonable. 

 

“It’s a very luxurious plotholder 

experience, which makes me feel 

even more pathetic that I haven’t 

yet given my 8 hours of volunteer 

time.” 

But what do they do?  
● 32% of plotholders have done 8+hours  

● 20% have done 5-8 hours 

● 30% have done 1-4 hours 

● 18% have done nothing or not 

recorded 

 



In-person Interviews 



Summary of Interview Process  

BTLT staff provided the names and contact information.  

People were in 3 categories: plotholders, Common Good volunteers, or 

Board members. Sometimes a combination of the 3!  

Interviews took between 15-20 minutes.  Most were conducted in person.  

Three questions: 

Review of the mission statement and score of success in achieving that 

mission 

Discussion of financial sustainablity. Should the Garden be able to cover 

costs without using BTLT’s unrestricted funds? 

Review and discussion over 5-year successes and challenges  



How successfully has TSCG implemented their  mission? 

6 couldn’t put a number,4 ranked very 

high,and 3 people ranked medium-low. 

Many comments: a dual mission. 
Intergenerational: not aware or happened in the 

past.  Thoughts that it is a good idea but 

concerns on implementation.  

Gardening education: winter programs are very 

beneficial. More garden workshops in 

summer.  

Community was mentioned frequently- both in 

plotholder education and atmosphere in TCSG 

Lots of discussion of CG garden, support for food 

insecure  

  

To provide intergenerational 

gardening opportunities and 

experiential gardening 

education at a nominal cost to 

the people of the Brunswick-

Topsham area.  

This garden is such a 

good news story for 

the Land Trust!  



How important is it for the Garden to sustain itself?  

Consistent Responses:  
Not important 

This is BTLT’s role  

It can’t be 

 

“If this is just a place for plotholders, then it should 

be sustainable. If it has programs such as the 

Common Good, then it can’t be.” 

 

“This property should be part of the Land Trust’s 

stewardship program like the trail system.”  

 

“Plant sale is such a huge effort and dependent on a 

core group. (Heard concerns from more than 1 

person.”  

 

 

  

It’s important to try and 

become self-sustaining, 

but we can’t lose our food 

for the soul.  

In general, this is a good 

idea. But, I am not sure of the 

implications.  



Greatest Accomplishments  

WE DID IT!  This place really 

draws a lot of people.  

Built a community of 

plotholders and volunteers  

This place is a great reflection 

of BTLT 

“The start-up was such a great 

time, but now we are 

slogging on from here.” 

It came together almost 

overnight!    

It came together almost 

overnight!    

“Growing produce is hard. It’s a risk. 

But at the same time it is so valuable 

for raising the profile of BTLT and the 

MCHPP. It’s a reciprocal 

demonstration of how we can work 

together.  



Greatest Challenges 
Pest Control  

How to make this into more of 

a community 

Neglect of plots 

Not participating with hours 

Financial 

Sustaining the coordinator role, 

which was repeatedly 

mentioned as a important. 

Plant Sale- succession plan  

 

It came together almost 

overnight!    One’s person’s pest 

becomes everyone’s pest.     

It’s going to be difficult to keep a 

Coordinator. Its a tough job but so 

valuable in stewarding the volunteers, 

communicating, and doing some 

hands-on teaching.  



Thoughts and Discussion  


